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Abstract 
Integral representations and addition formulas for the q-generalizations of the gamma nd beta functions are obtained 
by studying function space models of a simple quantum algebra. 
Keywords. Quantum algebras; q-Special functions 
The theory of basic special functions has received a new impulse with the introduction of 
quantum algebras and groups. Indeed, natural interpretations of these functions have been 
obtained [1,4-12, 14 17] from the representation theory of quantum algebras in ways similar to 
how Lie algebras are used to describe classical special functions [18, 20, 21]. Many properties of the 
q-special functions and polynomials are naturally explained in this context. 
The study of the connections between q-special functions and quantum algebras is pursued in 
this letter. We favor the approach where the q-functions arise in the representation f q-exponen- 
tials of certain quantum algebra generators. This point of view is also being developped by Kalnins, 
Miller and collaborators [1, 14-17-]. Here we examine a very simple quantum algebra, namely the 
q-analog of the algebra of linear transformations of the oriented line. We consider continuum and 
discrete models of this algebra nd connect these with ordinary and bilateral basic hypergeometric 
series. In particular, we give a simple algebraic interpretation f the q-gamma nd q-beta functions. 
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Integral representations and addition formulas for these functions are seen to arise naturally in this 
framework. 
The quantum algebra ~q that we shall consider is generated by the elements P, D and D-x, 
obeying the following simple relations: 
DP=qPD,  DD- I=D- ID= I, 
with q a complex number. It is a Hopf algebra with 
S: a3q ~ CSq and counit e : ~q ~ C given by 
A(P)=P®D+D- '®P,  A (D)=D®D,  
S(P) = - qP, S(D) = D-1, (2) 
e(P) = O, e(D) = 1. 
Writing D = qn, one immediately realizes that in the limit q -~ 1 the relations (1) and (2) become 
those that define the algebra of the infinitesimal affine transformations of the oriented line, with 
P and H as generators [20, 21]. 
We shall first study irreducible representations of this quantum algebra on the space 5¢ ~ of C ~ 
functions of compact support on the positive real semiaxis and vanishing in a neighborhood of the 
origin. An inner product in this space can be easily defined: 
( fg )= (x)g(x) dx-, fge~ f. (3) 
X 
For a fixed complex number o, a model of the algebra (1) in 5(f is simply given by 
P = cox, D = Tx, (4) 
where Tx is the q-dilatation operator acting according to 
Txf(x) =f(qx),  (5) 
on any function of the variable x. For q and co real, one further has P* = P and D* = D-  1 
Let us introduce now the following two q-analogs of the exponential function [13]: 
oo 1 1 
~o z" - - [zl < 1, (6a) eq(Z) = (q.q). (z;q)~ '
Eq(z) = ~ q(1/Z)n(n-1) Z n = (- -  z ;q )~ (6b) 
, :o  (q;q), 
where, for a and a arbitrary complex numbers, (a;q), stands for the q-shifted factorial 
(a;q)o~ (7) 
(a; q)~, -- (aq"; q)~o' 
(1) 
coproduct A : ~q ~ ~q ® ~q, antipode 
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with 
(a;q)~o = I~I (1 -aqk) ,  Iql < 1. (8) 
k=O 
Note that eq(z)Eq(- z) = 1, and that limq-.1 eq(Z(1 - q)) = limq_~l- Eq(z(1 - q)) = e z. In the fol- 
lowing, for simplicity we shall choose [ql < 1. 
Consider now the following element in the completion of the algebra f#q: 
U(~, fl, 7) = eq( -  aP)Eq(flP)D ~, (9) 
with a, fl and 7 complex parameters. In the limit q-} 1, U becomes, owing to the standard 
exponential map, an element of the affine Lie group infinitesimally generated by P and H. (Recall 
that D = qU.) More precisely, when q ~ 1, U[(1 - q)~,(1 - q)fl, y/lnq] --} eta-~)J'en. The action of 
U(~, fl, Y) on elements of ~ is 
( -  fl~x;q)~ ,.(~x) U(a, fl,7)f(x) - ( ~ ~ j  q . (10) 
We require a to be a positive real number, so that the denominator in (10) never vanishes. Note that 
U(e, fl,7)f(x) is bounded provided I/~/~l < 1 [15]. 
We shall compute the matrix elements of the operator in (9) with respect o a continuum basis in 
which D is diagonal. To this end, introduce in the space ~ the Mellin transform [20, 21] 
F(2) = x)x ~-I dx. (11) 
Its inverse is 
1 ~r +ioo 
= F(2)x-~d2,  (12) f(x) 
with r any real number. 
The induced action of D on the transformed function F is now diagonal: 
f ;  [Df](x)xX- 'dx = f ;  q-af(x)xa-Xdx = q-aF(2), (13) DF(2) 
while the action of P is given by 
PF(2) =- f ;  [Pf ] (x)xa-' dx = coF(2 + 1). (14) 
Similarly, for the operator U(0~, fl, Y) one finds, using (10) and (12) and taking for simplicity ~o = 1: 
I °° ( -  fix; q)oo f(q~x) xz- 1 dx U(~, ~,) F(2) 
3o ( ccx;q)~" 
fr+ioo 
q-he  f~!_f lq-~x;q)~odx F(/~)xZ-U- 1 d~ • (15) 
2rfi Jo ( -  ~q- yx; q)oo , -  i~ 
6O 
For ~'e2 > r and I fl/~l < 1, the double integral is 
interchange the order of integration, obtaining: 
1 fr+i~ 
K(2 --/Z; c¢, fl, 7) F(/Z) d/z, U(cx, fl, 7)F(2) = ~ ~, -~ 
where 
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absolutely convergent, so that one can 
(16) 
fo  ( - f lq -~x;q)°~x~-" - ldx ,  ~e2 <1. (17) K(2 - #;~,fl,7) = q-~ ( -  ~q-~x;q)oo > ,~e/z, Ifl/~l 
The kernel in (17) can be expressed in terms of gamma functions by using the following 
Ramanujan formula [2]: 
fodt  t =-1 ( -  at; q)~ _ F F 1 (ql - z; q)oo (a; q)oo 1 (z) ( z) ( 8) 
( - t; q)® (q; q)oo (aq- z; q ) .  
Recalling now the definition of the q-gamma function [13] 
Fq(X) - (q;q)~ (1 - q)l-x (19) (qX;q)~ 
one finally has 
. V - *  - , ) r ( / z  - + 1) (fl/~;q)o~ 
K(2 /z;~,fl, 7) (20) 
\ ] -~- -  q] Fq(/Z -- 2 + 1) (q"-afl/~;q)oo" 
This establishes a simple connection between the quantum algebra aJq and the q-gamma 
function. 
An "addition formula" for the kernel K can be derived by noticing that, using the properties of 
the q-exponentials, 
U(~,fl, O)U(fl, fl',7') = U(~,fl',y'). (21) 
This relation implies that 
1 f s+i°° 1 ~ '+i~ 
-- K (v --/Z;fl, fl', 7') F (/Z) d/Z 2ni~s_i~ K(2 v;~,fl, O)dv ~ ;,_ i~ 
1 fs+i~ 
= K(2 --/Z;~, fl', 7')F(/Z) d/z, (22) 
2~i ~s- i~ 
or, choosing ~e/Z < r < ~e),, I B/a[ < 1, I fl'/fl[ < 1, so that the previous integrals are absolutely 
convergent, 
1 f.+i~ - -  . t t = K(2-v ;cqf l ,  0)K(v /z,fl, f l , ? )dv .  (23) K(z --/Z;c~, fl', ~,') ~ - i~  
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For the particular case fl' = ?' = 0, this implies that 
ct._ a F(2 -/~)F(/~ - 2 + 1) 
Fq(p - 2 + 1) 
1 t r+i~ = - v)F(v - + 1)F(v  - - v + 1) 
2hi .jr-iQo (qV-Z/c~;q)o~ ffq(V -- ,~ + 1)ffq(# -- V -+- 1) dr .  (24) 
As q ~ 1 -, since Fq(x) --, F(x) and (a;q), ~ (1 - a)", lal < 1, the relation (24) becomes the classical 
addition formula for the gamma function [20, 21]: 
1 (r+io~ 
= (e - 1)V-XF(2 - v)F(v -/~)dv, 9~e# < r < ~e2.  (25) 
Further properties of the q-gamma function can be obtained by studying a discrete model for the 
algebra fqq. Let us consider the space JF of complex functions defined on the lattice x = q", n e 7/, 
and with nonzero values only at a finite number of the lattice points. In this space, introduce the 
inner product [15] 
fo  dqx ( fg )  = f(x)g(x)--£-, f ge oUf, (26) 
where the q-integral is defined by [13] 
(°~f(x)dqx = (1 -- q) ~ f(q")q". (27) 
do 
When the integration interval is finite, one instead writes: 
i f (  x)dqx = a(1 - q) ~ f(aq")q". (28) 
n=O 
For any complex co, (4) is a realization of the algebra Nq also on the space ~.  With respect o the 
inner product (26), one can check that P* = P and D* = D-1, for q and o real. 
Following Ref. [15], introduce in J{ a discrete version of the Mellin transform: 
fo  f( + Y(qX) = x)x ~-1 dqx = (1 - q) ~ f(q")qa". (29) r l  = - -o0  
The inversion formula reads now 
1 ~(z)z-" -  1 dz, (30) 
f(q") - 2rd(l - q) 
where the integration i  the complex z-plane is performed along a closed path encircling the origin. 
The induced action of P and D on J~ can be easily determined; one finds 
po~(q~) = e)o~(qZ+ 1), D~(q ~) --- q-Zo~(q~), (31) 
so that D is diagonal in the transformed space. 
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Consider now the following operator in the completion of ffq, 
U(a~, ... ,a~;bl, ...,b~) = eq(a,P) ... eq(a ,P)Eq( -  b~ P) ... Eq( -  b~P). (32) 
Its action on an element of Yf is clearly given by 
(b lx . . . .  , b~x;q)~ (33) 
U (al, . . . ,  ar; bl,  . . . ,  b~) f (x) = (alx . . . .  , a,x ; q)o~) f (x)' 
where we have introduced the standard notat ion 
(~1 . . . . .  ~,;q)o~ = (~1 ;q)o~ "" (~,;q)oo, (34) 
and set ~o = 1, for simplicity. The induced action on the transformed space can be written as 
U(a~, . . . ,a~;b~, . . . ,b~)~(z )=~M K(z / t ;a l , . . .  a~;bl , . . . ,bs)o~(t)- -dt  (35) ' [ ' 
where 
K(q ~-"; al ,  . . . ,  at;b1 . . . .  , bs) = 
(q"bl , ... , q"b~; q)o~ q,~X- u) 
, : -o~ (q"al, ,q"a¢;q)~ 
1 fo t~_u_  a (bit . . . . .  bst;q)o~ 
(1  - q )  (alt . . . .  i ~  dqt 
(b,, ... ,b~;q)~ ,~b~[a, . . . .  ,a, qZ-Ul  
(al . . . . .  a,;q)o~ bx . . . . .  b~; q' " 
(36) 
In the last formula we have introduced the bilateral q-hypergeometric function Aks, which is 
explicitly defined by 
1 . . . . .  rOs bl . . . . .  bs ; q 'z  - rOs(al, ... ,a , ;b l ,  ... ,b~;q,z) 
- ~ (a l ' " "a~;q)"z" ;  (37) 
,=_® (bl, ... ,b~;q), 
it is assumed that q, z and the parameters {a, b} are such that each term of the series is well defined. 
We use a definition for the ,Os which is slightly different from that given in Ref. [13]; however, the 
two coincide for the most interesting case r = s. Defining R = bl ... b Ja l  ... a,, one can check that 
with Iq] < 1 the series in (37) converges absolutely for ]zl < 1, when s < r, and for IR] < ]zl < 1, 
when r = s. (If Iql > 1, it converges for I zl > 1, when r < s, and for 1 < I zl < I R], when r = s; it 
diverges in all other cases, unless it terminates.) 
Using (36), one immediately derives the following integral representation for the function ,~:  
" [-al ar 1 1 (al ' a~;q)~fo  (b i t ' "  . . . .  .  ,bsAO~ ]bl  ; q'qx _ , "" t x-  1 "" dqt .  (38) 
(1 - -  q) (bl . . . . .  b~;q)~ (alt, ... ,a,t;q)o~ 
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The case r = s = 1 is of particular interest. Using Ramanujan's  um [13] 
(q, b/a, az, q/az; q)o~ 
xOl(a;b;q,z)  = (b,q/a,z ,b/az;q)~ ' Ib/a] < Izl < 1, 
one has 
(39) 
_ (b ;q )~ 
K(x /y ;a ;b )  (a;q)o~ ,~ l (a ;b ;q ,x /y )  
(q, b/a, ax/y, qy/ax ; q)oo 
= (a, q/a, x/y, by/ax;q)~ ' (40) 
with ]b/a] < Ix/y] < 1. Setting x = qa, y = q., a = q" and b = qO, (40) can be rewritten as a combi-  
nation of q-gamma functions: 
1 Fq(oOFq(1 - oO Bq(2 - ~, fl - ~ - 2 +/~), (41) 
K(q'~-";q~'qP) - (1 - q~) Fq(a ÷ 2 - /2)Fq(1 - ~ -- 2 +/2) 
where, by definition, 
Fq(oOFq(fl) (42) 
Bq(a, fl) = Fq(~ + fl) ' 
is the q-beta function. Recalling (38) and (40), the relation (41) can also be equivalently rewritten as 
[33 
fo  tx-  ' (aqX' q' - ~/a;q) (at; q)~+y dqt = (a, q/a;q)o~ Bq(x, Y), (43) 
which is a q-generalization of the classical integral representation of the ordinary beta function: 
fo  tx-1 (1 + t) ~+y dt = S(x,y) .  (44) 
Specializing further a = qt . - z+ 1~/2 and b = 0 in (40), one gets 
K(qZ-" ;q~-z+'~/2 ;O)=(1-q)a -~- lFq(2 -#) ,  [qa - . ]<  1. (45) 
In view of (36), this implies the following q-integral representation: 
1 fo(i _, q) --1 1 dqt, O<lqX,<l  (46) 
]- 'q(X) - -  (1 - q) (qtl-x)/2t;q)oo , 
which is a q-generalization of the Euler representation of the classical gamma function, to which it 
reduces in the limit q ~ 1-.  
Another interesting relation involving the function ,~'s can be obtained by noticing that 
U (a 1 . . . . .  ar; b i . . . . .  bs) U (a'~ . . . . .  a',. ; b'~ . . . . .  b'~,) 
t I ! = U(al . . . . .  ar, a~, ... ,ar,;b~, ... ,bs, b'l, ... ,b~,), (47) 
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which is a direct consequence of the definition (32). In terms of the function kernel K, this becomes 
! 
K(x/y;a~, .. . ,  a~, a'l, ..., a', ;bl, . . . ,  b~, bl, . . . ,  b'~,) 
1 ~K(x /z ;a l ,  . a,;bl, b~)K(z/y;a'~ ...,a'r;b'l ,bs,)' dz (48) 
2rti z 
or equivalently, using (36), 
]Fal . . . . .  a~, a'l . . . . .  a'r, ; q ;x /y]  
'+r'~bs+S'Lbl, ,b~,b'~, ... ,b's, _1 
i f [a1  ] ] ..... ~Os b~, . . . ,b  ,q ,x/z  r'O~' ,bs ,q,z/y dz (49) 
with Ix/Yl < 1. Interesting special cases of this formula are discussed in Ref. [15]. 
Let us now restrict our attention to the subset ~ of functions in ~ that vanish on all the lattice 
points x = qn, with n a nonnegative integer. The operators (4) still realize a model for the algebra 
Nq. Introduce the following transform: 
= I l f (x )x  "~-1 dqx = (1 - q) ~ f(qn)q~n, f~  ~(qZ) (50) 
do n=O 
The inverse formula is still given by (30). Though the induced action of D on ~ is complicated, 
the one of P is still given by: P~(q~)=og~(qa+X).  Consider now the action of 
U(al, ... ,a~;b~, ... ,b~,q) on ~;  with ~ = 1 again, it can be written in the form (35): 
l J; t U(al . . . .  ar;bl, ... ,bs, q)~(z)  = ~ i  z/t 'aa, ... ,ar;bl,  .-. ,bs)~(t)  dt 
' ~ t ~ 
where, for IqZ-"l < 1, 
/~(qZ-U; a~ . . . . .  a~; bl . . . .  , bs) = ~ (qnbl--' "'" ' qnbs, qn+ ~ ;q)oo qn~-~) 
,=0 (qnal~-~,q---"a,;---q-)-~ 
1 f~ (bit, . ,b~t, qt;q)~ 
(1 - q) t z -u  -1  "" -- (a i t , . . . ,art ;q)~ dqt 
- (ba' ""bs'q;q)°~ Ia l '  " "a~ 1 
- (al, ...,ar;q)o~ rqg~ bi, ... ,bs ;q'qZ-U " 
The function KOs is a generalized q-hypergeometric function defined by the 
expansion: 
Ial ,  ... ,a, 1 r~Ps bl, b~ ; q'z =- rqgs(ai, ... ,a~;bl, ... ,b~;q,z) 
(al . . . . .  ar;q)n zn " 
,=0 (q,b~, ,b~;q), 
(51) 
(52) 
following series 
(53) 
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Notice that since in the series (37) all terms with negative n vanish when one of the denominator 
parameters {b} is equal to q, the function r(Ps in (53) actually coincides with 
r~s+l (a l ,  ... ,ar;q,  b l ,  ... ,bs;q,z) .  It is absolutely convergent for ]zI < 1 when ]ql < 1, and for 
Izl < ]bl "" b~/al  ... a,I, when IqI > 1; it diverges in all other cases, unless it terminates. Again, this 
definition slightly differs from the one given in Ref. [13], which reads instead 
[-a ~ , ... , b a" _.,1 
,.O~Lbl, ; q ,z  =- ,q~(a~, ... ,a, . ;b l ,  ... ,b~;q,z)  
= ~ (a l , . . . , a , . ;q ) ,  1)/2]l+s_rzn. 
~=o(q, bl,-[._i-b~,q)" [ ( -  1)"q "("- (54) 
The two expressions (53) and (54) coincide for r = s + 1. From (52) one reads off the following 
q-integral representation for the function ,~0~: 
[-a~,...,a~ ] 1 (a l , . . .  a~;q)oo r~ (b l t , . . . ,bs t ;q )~ 
~q)~Lb~, ,b~ ; q, qX j  _ _ '- ~v tx -~ (1 q) (b~, ,b~;q)~ (alt, ... ~ dqt. (55) 
The two choices r = 1, s = 0 and r = s = 0 are of particular interest. In the first case, using the 
q-binomial theorem [13] 
(az ;q)~ 
~qgo(a;-; q,z ) -  (z;q)~ ' Izl < 1, (56) 
the function kerne l / (  is expressible in terms of the q-beta function, 
1 
/((q~-U;q~;-) - (1 - q~) Bq()L -- /2,~). (57) 
In the second case, recalling (6a), one connects with the q-gamma function: 
/((q~-"; ; - )  = (1 - - (58)  
Integral representations for these two q-functions are easily deduced from (52); for the q-beta 
function one recovers the standard formula [13] 
Bq(x,y)  = f2  t x-~ (qt;q)o~ d t ( ~  q ,  ~ex>O,  yva0, -1 , -2  . . . .  , (59) 
while in the case of the q-gamma function one finds a q-generalization of the Euler integral 
representation, different from that of (46) [5]: 
f~ 
/(1 -q)  
Fq(X) = tx-~(q(1 - q) t ;q )~dqt .  (60) 
Addition formulas for the function ,q>~ can be obtained by noticing that 
U(a l  . . . .  ' ... ' ... ' ,a¢,a2, ,a , , ;bx ,  ... ,b~,b'l ,  ,b~,,q) 
= U(a~ . . . .  ,ar;b~ . . . .  ,bs,q)  U(q,a'z,  ... ,a'~,;b'~, ... ,b'~,,q), (61) 
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which in terms of the kerne l / (  reads: 
t ¢ • t g(x /y ;a l ,  . . . ,  a,, a2 . . . . .  a,, ; bl, . . . ,  bs, bx . . . .  , b's,) 
1 ~g(X/Z ;a l ,  ,a, ;bl  . . . . .  ~ • ' . . . . . . .  = ... bs)K(z/y,q,  a2, ,a'r,;b'~, ,b'~,) dz (62) 
2rti z 
Using (52), the previous formula reduces to (Ix/yl < 1): 
lax a+, 1 r+"q)s+~' bl, ...,b~ ~, ;q ,x /y  
1 ~ [ax , . . . ,a~ 1 Iq~a,+ , . . . . .  a~+,, ]d_~ =2hi  rq)~ b~, . . . ,b  ;q ,x /z  ,'+~q)~'Lbs+ ~ . . . .  ,b~+~, ;q ,z /y  . (63) 
Let us now discuss interesting particular eases of this general formula, assuming for simplicity 
q real. We start by taking r = r' = s' = 1, s = 0 and b~ = q, so that (63) reduces to: 
2q)l(a l ,a2;q;q,x/y)  = ~i  l(oo(al;- ;q,x/z)xq)o(a2;-;q, Uy) --.dz (64) 
z 
Using the following transformation formula [13] 
2q)~ (a, b ; c ; q, z) - (a~ /_~_)~ 2q)~ (c/a, c/b ; c; q, abUc), (65) 
t z ; q)oo 
the r.h.s, of (64) can be rewritten as 
2q)x(q~,q#;q;q,q a-u) = Bq(2 - /~,~ + fl - 1) 
(1 _q) l -~-a  
G(c¢ + fl - 1) 
× 2q01 (ql -a, ql -p;q;q, q ,+p+~- , -  1), (66) 
having chosen al = q', a2 = qP, x = q~ and y = qU. Further, thanks to the q-binomial theorem (56), 
the integrand in (64) can be expressed in terms of two q-beta functions. Assuming the integration 
path in (64) to be a circle of radius q" around the origin in the z = qV plane, one finally obtains the 
following "addition formula" for the q-beta function: 
Bq(2 -- It,~ + fl - 1) Fq(°OFq(fl) q~-~ q;q,q~+t~ 
Fq(g + f l -  1) 2(Pl(ql-~' ; +~--u-1) 
lnq ~r+in/lnq 
-- Bq(2 -- v, ~)Bq(v -- I~, fl) dv, (67) 
2hi(1 - q) jr-i~/l.~ 
where we took ~e # < r < N?e 2 and ~e(~ + fl) > 1. In the limit q ~ 1-, this formula reduces to 
[19] 
1 f r  +ioo 
-- B(2 -- v,~)B(v - It, f l)dv. (68) B(2 --/~,~ + fl--  1 ) -~-~ j , - i~  
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To get an analogous result for the q-gamma function, one has to start from (63) with s' = 1, 
r = r' = s = 0 and with bl = q as the only nonvanishing parameter:  
oq) l ( - ;q;q,x/Y)  = ~ i  °q )° ( - ; - ;q 'x /z ) °q)° ( - ; - ;q ' z /Y )  dZz" (69) 
Using the series definition of oq~l and recalling (6) and (54), one can check that 
oqo~(_;q;q, qX_.) = (1 - q)a-u-1 [(q;q)~]2 Fq(2 -- #)ld~x(qa-u;O;q,q), (70) 
where as before x = q~ and y = q". Setting z = qV, one finally obtains from (69): 
lnq fr+in/lnq 
-- Fq(2 - v)Fq(v - /~)dv ,  (71) 
Fq(). la)l~Pa(qa-u;O;q'q) - 2niO -- q) ,dr-in/lnq 
with ~e/ t  < r < ~e2.  Since ic~x(qa-u;O;q,q) ,-~ 2 u-a as q ~ 1-,  in the same limit the addit ion 
formula (71) reduces to (25) with ~ = 2. 
The simple examples that we have discussed here show once more the usefulness and simplicity 
of the quantum algebras approach to the theory of special functions. Indeed, it provides a unifying 
method for deriving and classifying a wide class of identities involving q-special functions. 
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